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Part A: Translation from English to Arabic

I- Translate the following texts from English into Arabic (30 marks)

Text 1

A shooting has left two people dead in the center of Auckland, New Zealand, hours before the city
opened the FIFA Women's World Cup.
Six other people, including police officers, were injured and the gunman is also dead after the incident
on a construction site in the center of Auckland.
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Text 2

Four people died on their way to hospital, "largely due to suffocation," he added. "Emergency
responders arrived on the scene and transported the injured individuals to the hospital, where nine
were confirmed dead."
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Text 3

The third plane crashed into the Pentagon and the fourth into a field in Pennsylvania. Nearly 3 000
people died in the attacks, a greater number than were killed in the attack on Pearl Harbor in the
Second World War.
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II- Translate the following two headlines from English into Arabic (10 marks)

1- Deadly Shooting in Auckland Hours before Women's World Cup
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III- Translate the following five words from English into Arabic (10 marks)

1- Public,"t'

2- Encourage 6+,!
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Survivor 6l:

4- Knowledge i!;r,-

5- Nuclear r=e:-r

Part B: Translation from Arabic to English

I- Translate the following three texts from Arabic into English (30 marks)

Text I
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The United Nations Security Council has the power to take military or economic action to settle
international disputes. Other branches of the United Nations include the World Bank, the
International Court of Justice in The Netherlands, and the United Nations Children's Fund.
Text2
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Computers can be fed huge amounts of information and trained to identify the patterns in it, in order
to make predictions, solve problems, and even learn from their own mistakes.
Text 3
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Some brands have dedicated sections to sel1 clothes in the colors and logo of Barbie, while others
offer photo booths that resemble the box in which the doll is sold, and even cars, covered in pink!

II- Translate the following two headlines from Arabic into English (10 marks)

United Nations ;.)sj^jl e^)t _l

Barbie Fever Covers the World in Pink g;r-.::ll u-+1i4 Ji.ll -"s *;-,r! G* -2

II[- Translate the following five words from Arabic into English (10 marks)

feace 2)u -4l'

Branch aJ -5
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